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ON A SYMMETRIC DESIGN (133,33,8) AND THE GROUP
es . 121 AS ITS AUTOMORPHISM GROUP

ANKA GOLEMAC AND TANJA VUCICIC

ABSTRACT. This article presents the examination of the possibility that
group Eg' F21 operates on a symmetric design with parameters (133,33,8)
as its automorphism group. The method based on coset enumeration in
group is used.

1. INTRODUCTION

So far, only one symmetric design with parameters (133,33,8) is known [1,
p. 625], on which operates Singer group of order 133. Its full automorphism
group is F1S.l9 • Z7 of order 2394.

In this paper we examine the possibility that group E8 . FZl would operate
on a design with these parameters as its automorphism group. Namely, using
the operation of this group, already several designs have been obtained [2], [5].
We use well known method based on coset enumeration in groups; see [2], [4].
By additional conditions on group operating the research is directed towards
cases where the existence of design would be more likely, at least according
to update knowledge and experience.

2. OPERATION OF THE GROUP

Group G = E8 . FZ1 of order 168 = 23 . 3 . 7 is a faithful extension of
elementary abelian group of order 8 with Frobenius group FZl. In terms of
generators and relations it is given as follows:

G (a,b,e,d,ela7 = 1,b3 = 1,ez = dZ = eZ = 1,

(ed)z = (ee)z = (de)z = 1, b-lab = aZ, a-lea = d,

a-Ida = e, a-lea = cd, b-leb = e, b-ldb = e, b-leb = de).
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We presume that G is an automorphism group of a symmetric design D
with parameters (133,33,8), that Z7 = (a) operates fixed point free and that
Z3 = (b) stabilizes all G-orbits on design D. In that case 7 is a divisor of
all G-orbit lengths on D, while 3 can be divisor of none. This leads us to a
conclusion that lengths of G-orbits on D must be indices of the subgroups of
G listed in Table 1.

Table 1

Subgroup

(b,c,d,e) ~ Eg' Za

(b,d,e) ~ A4

(b, c) ~ Z6

(b) ~ Za

Degree of repres.
(Index)

7
14

28

56

Number of fixed points of
Z2 Za

7 1
6 2

4 1
o 2

Thus we shall need only the permutation representation of G-generators
of degrees 7,14,28 and 56 provided by the corresponding computer program
(Hrabe de Angelis). From the permutation representation of the generators
we also determine the number of fixed points of prime-order automorphisms
for all the necessary degrees (Table 1).

Let j(Z2) and j(Z3) denote respectively the number of fixed points of
automorphisms of order 2 and 3 on design D. Using their well known upper
and lower bounds

as well as the fact j(Z2) == 1 (mod 2) and j(Za) == 1 (mod 3), we obtain
j(Z2) E {5, 7, 9,11, ... ,37} and j(Z3) E {I, 4, 7, ... ,37}.

Our additional assumption is that Za has at most 7 fixed points on D. A
motivation for this is the manner of acting of the automorphism of order 3 on
Hall's design [3),the only so far known one with these parameters. Considering
all this, we finally get possible lengths of G-orbits of points (and blocks) on
design D as given in Table 2.
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Table 2 Fixed points schedule

Orbit lengths
f(Z2)

f(Z3)f(Z7 )

13

707145656 *

21

70714282856 *

7

775656

29

70777282856

7

1428282828*

37

7077728282828

The task of finding orbit structures is performed by computer. They are
obtained in three cases only, marked "*" in Table 2. After bringing certainnumber of them to contradiction, it's left to do the indexing of orbit structuresgiven in Fig. 1 by means of computer. Here we make use of the algorithmpresented in the next section.

7

145656 714282856

1

02487 1812487

0

1122014 411061214

3

3131456 35471428
1

5141356 13741828

1

3791356

04

(05h

7

14282856 714282856

1

812487 10121287

0

110101214 01662014

1

5491428 33941428

1

3741828 33491428

3

3771356 15771356

(05h

(05h
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7

14282856 71428282828

1

044247 18124447

0

110101214 411066614

1

5941428 35477728

1

5491428 13799428

3

3771356 13794928

1

3749928

(05)4

(06)I

7

1428282828/ 71428282828

1

8124447 101212447

0

110106614 0166101014

3

3779428 33947728

3

3774928 33497728

1

5497728 15779428

1

3749928 15774928

(06h

(06)J

Fig. I

3.

INDEXING THE ORBIT STRUCTURES AND CORRESPONDING ALGORITHM

Let B1, B2, .. , , Bt be G-orbits of blocks on design D. To index an orbit
structure, that is to index a representative of each block orbit, means to find
all points from point orbit I, I E {I, 2, ... , t}, which lie on that block.

As a representative of the block orbit B;, i E {I, 2,'" , t}, we take block p
stabilized by the subgroup Hi < G for which [G : Hi] = IBil. Such a block can
contain only Hi-orbits, on G-orbits of points, in whole. One possible choice
of points of block p, regarding this criterion, will be denoted compose_block_p
hereafter.

For the composed block p we have to check the number of points that are
common to it and each block of its own orbit Bi, that is, we check upon the
accuracy of the relation Ipnp<>1 = A = 8 for all a E G. In fact, it is enough to
check the intersection of p and the representatives of Hrorbits on Bi because
Hi stabilizes p. The procedure of these consecutive checkings we shall call
check_inprod_p.

Next, p must be submitted to checking upon its intersection with the
blocks from all the other orbits. Let block q belong to Bj, j E {I,··· , t},
j i- i. Checking the criterion Ip n q<>1 = A for all a E G will be called
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check_outprod_(p, q). Blocks PI E B1,pz E Bz,'" ,Pt E Bt, that would satisfy
all the cited conditions, completely determine design we are searching for.
{Pl'P~"" ,pf 10: E G} is the set of all blocks of D.

The procedure of indexing, which we accomplish iteratively in t steps, is
presented by algorithm in pseudocode, Fig. 2.

Algorithm for step 1:

while input matrices permit do
/input matrices are composed of

corresponding H-orbits on
G-orbits of points, HiG/

begin
compose_block_p

check_inprod_p
if p satisfactory then
save p to 'RES l'

end

Algorithm for step i, i = 2,3, ... , t:

while input matrices permit do
begin

compose_block_p

check_ inprod_p

if p satisfactory then
begin

while not eof 'RES i-l' do
begin

read (PI,p2, ... ,Pi-I)
from 'RES i-l'

w = 1
repeat

check_outprod_(p,pw)
if p satisfactory then

w=w+l
until p not satisfactory or w = i
if w = i then
save (PI, ... ,Pi-I,P) to 'RES i'

end
end

end

Fig. 2

Statistics of the number of solutions obtained by indexing cited orbit struc
tures, step by step, is given in Table 3.
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Table 3 orbit

step 1step 2step 3step 4step Sstep 6
structure 04

216960

(OSh

416000

(05h

40000

(OSh

416000

(05)4

416000

(06h

4320000

(06h

400000

(06h

4320000

That result proves the following conclusion.
Theorem.

There is no symmetric design with parameters (133,33,8) on

which group G = E8 . F21 would operate so that Z7 acts fixed point free andZ3 stabilizes G-orbits having at most 7 fixed points.
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